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Executive Summary
This document describes a plan for management of lands to be included in an
expanded park in the Bonshaw Hills. It grew out of a mandated planning exercise for
ecologically sensitive lands acquired during the Trans-Canada Highway realignment
and evolved into a natural spaces parkland concept that involves nine individual public
land parcels, only some of which were acquired for the realignment (see Table 2.1).
The land included in this plan is a mix of forest and field, bounded to the west
and south by the West River (Figure 2.1). In the past, much of it was farmed or in farm
woodlot, but it also includes riparian areas of mature Acadian forest and some upland
mature hardwood forest. In whole, it is a rich mix of forest ecosystems in various stages
of succession, some with relatively untouched understory vegetation and terrain and
others in need of restoration and management.
In keeping with the park concept, this plan outlines management goals that work
toward a balanced set of values for ecological and heritage conservation, outdoor
recreation and education. With the broader management principles laid out by the
Bonshaw Hills Public Lands Committee (BHPLC) in mind (see section 3) the land
management goals for these properties are as follows:
Goal 1 [conservation] – to protect and enhance the upland and riparian zone forest
communities and the West River coldwater aquatic community as a first priority
Goal 2 [conservation] – to conserve long-lived shade tolerant and intolerant trees of
the Acadian forest type in a natural area core and foster the addition of similar forest
type in appropriate buffer areas
Goal 3 [conservation] – to maintain small areas of grassland for bobolink and other
grassland breeding birds
Goal 4 [conservation] – to preserve some human heritage elements of the lands by
retaining homestead and other habitation remnants as well as views of mixed forest –
grassland landscapes
Goal 5 [recreation] – to establish a network of trails for walking, cycling, snowshoeing
and skiing that offer a range of options in terms of length and level of challenge, without
undue impact on ecologically sensitive environments
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Goal 6 [recreation] – to encourage the enjoyment of natural Island ecosystems through
low-impact activities such as canoeing, bird-watching and nature photography
Goal 7 [education] – to offer opportunities for people of all ages to experience and
learn from nature in a variety of different habitats (forest, grassland, mixed woods, river)
and seasons, including learning what habitat restoration looks like over time
Goal 8 [education] – to provide educators and researchers with a venue for gathering
conventional and traditional ecological local knowledge1
Section 4 details the conservation objectives that follow from goals 1 through 4.
The forest and pasture ecosystems currently present are divided into six management
zones according to their restoration needs; these zones are described in Table 4.1 and
mapped in Figure 4.2. Zone I areas equate to the most ecologically sensitive mature
forest spaces in the riparian margin and old upland woodlots. Zones II and III are
younger forests requiring varying combinations of patch or strip cutting (of maturing
monoculture conifers) and planting in a diverse Acadian tree species mix. Zones IV to
VI are grasslands, some of which should be re-forested through a combination of
planting and seeding of native Acadian trees and some of which should be retained in
hay through semi-annual cutting for grassland wildlife.
Section 5 details the recreation and education objectives that follow from goals 5
through 8. Figure 5.1 outlines a conceptual woodland trails design for the park. These
trails would be designed for multi-use by hikers, mountain bikers, snowshoers and in
some areas cross-country skiers. They take visitors through a varied forest landscape
and incorporate a diversity of distances and physical challenge levels. Care must be
taken to ensure that use does not unduly compromise ecological integrity and the
conceptual design may change where the environmental impact is ultimately deemed to
be too great. Other supporting infrastructure for recreational use of the lands described
in section 5 includes a natural spaces concept playground on the original Bonshaw Day
Park property, canoe / kayak slip, interpretive signage, parking areas and washroom
facilities.

1

Conventional in this instance refers to science-based information whereas traditional ecological local
knowledge encompasses the knowledge of local ecology and natural history passed down orally by First
Nations Mi’kmaq and others having a history with the land
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While the expanded park will fall under the long-term management of parks (PEI
Department of Tourism and Culture), there is an expectation, given the origins of this
public lands use, that the management responsibilities will be shared with other
government departments (e.g., Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal, Agriculture
and Forestry) and non-government stakeholders (see section 6).
This plan outlines management over the next five years – in a few instances for
longer time periods. Beyond that time, this plan should be revisited and updated. In
concert with this management plan, separate complementary plans are being
developed to ensure that all of these lands are protected under the Natural Areas
Protection Act (NAPA). The following is a summary of management actions with
estimated timeframes that are to be achieved through stakeholder partnerships.
Action
Incorporate lands into
expanded provincial park
Protect all lands under
the Natural Areas
Protection Act legislation
Manage zone I areas as
those with greatest
ecological sensitivity
Use a mix of forestry
techniques to diversify
vegetation in zones II
through V
Manage zone VI areas to
retain grassland habitat
Maintain heritage
elements
Assess and maintain dam
elements at Crosby’s Mill

Details
Use governance tools to create an
expanded park using the Bonshaw day
park and land parcels identified in table
2.1
Develop NAPA plans and designation
through the NAPA Technical Advisory
Committee
Keep impact from recreation to a
minimum; monitor trails closely for
erosion and introduction of invasive or
non-native species
Apply forestry techniques as in table
4.1; diversify plant communities
through a combination of planting of
nursery stock, direct seeding and
natural regeneration
Mow hay fields on an annual or semiannual basis; control weeds if
necessary
Clear debris and make safe site of old
homestead; manage old Crosby Rd. for
erosion; maintain rock carving site as a
closed archaeological / heritage site
Assess earthern berm for stability;
manage erosion in run-around bypass
channel where possible
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Timeline
2015

2014 – 2015
2015 – ongoing

2015 - 2035

2015 – ongoing
2014 – 2020

2015 – ongoing

Action
Create and maintain
network of trails for multiuse active living
Create and maintain trail
orientation and nature
interpretive signage
Use technology to
expand nature education
and interpretation
elements
Develop nature-based
playground & services on
original Bonshaw
Provincial Park land
Restore open-water
marsh wetland in riparian
margin of original park
parcel
Create path and boat
launch area below TCH
bridge to separate angler
and canoe / kayak traffic

Details
Design, build and maintain trails for
walking, cycling, snowshoeing, skiing;
maintain pedway and Green Rd.
footbridge as trail connectors
Develop signage that is consistent and
covers the elements described in
section 5
Develop smart-phone and web-based
technologies to support nature
education in the park

Timeline
2014 – 2017
ongoing

Create playground based on Figure
5.2; install composting toilet(s); define
parking area with plow-friendly surface

2015 - 2016

Reverse wetland in-filling by removing
majority of speckled alders, excavating
pond area and planting native wetland
grasses on margins
Create a boat slip for canoes and
kayaks below the existing shared spot
and connect it to the parking lot south
of the TCH via a short woods path

2016 - 2020
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2015 – 2017
2016

2015 - 2016
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1. Context for Management Plan
This planning document differs from the norm for land management on Prince Edward
Island in that it originated, not wholly to direct resource use of a public forest or
conservation of a natural area, but out of the need to meet a condition for approval of an
infrastructure project. In 2012, approval was granted to the Department of
Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal (DTIR) by the Department of Environment,
Labour and Justice (DELJ) to proceed with the proposed Trans-Canada Highway
realignment project between Bonshaw and New Haven, PEI. One of the stipulations of
project approval was the development of a management plan for environmentally
sensitive land in the area. This document is one in a series of four that outlines plans for
sixteen properties acquired or previously owned by the Province in the vicinity of the
highway realignment.
Because of this unusual context, the plans provide a broader direction for land
management than might be found elsewhere – one that moves beyond traditional
forestry management or restoration strategies. They are directed by the
recommendations of the Bonshaw Hills Public Lands Committee (BHPLC)2 to manage
the lands not only for conservation, but also for recreation and education. As such,
some or all include plans for natural areas protection, forest conservation and
restoration, trails development for hiking, cycling, snowshoeing and skiing, and
consideration of nature education development. Additional plans for protection under
the Natural Areas Protection Act are being developed as separate documents (as per
legislative requirements) in tandem with these management plans and will complement
and strengthen the conservation goals outlined herein.

2

Bonshaw Hills Public Lands Committee (BHPLC), 2013. Recommendations for the Conservation of
Public Lands, Bonshaw – New Haven. Prepared for the PEI Department of Transportation and
Infrastructure Renewal, October 2013. http://www.gov.pe.ca/tir/bonshawhills
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2. Property Descriptions
This document describes a plan for management of the lands adjacent to Bonshaw
Provincial Park. It includes seven properties that are to be incorporated into an
expanded provincial park as well as the equestrian grounds (Figure 2.1, Table 2.1). A
75’-wide riparian strip bounding the equestrian ground and the West River will be
included in the park, but the remainder of that land parcel (402958) will be maintained
as it now is, as public land on long-term lease to the Island Horse Council. A secondary
connection to Strathgartney Provincial Park is also possible from these public lands, via
the equestrian grounds and old Trans Canada Highway (now Strathgartney Rd.).
Table 2.1 Properties included in this Bonshaw Hills expanded park
management plan
Property
#
218909
218669
218636

Size
(acres)
6.3
53.7
156.1

Size
(ha)
2.5
21.7
63.2

219089
219097
New P#?
402966
402958
218867

31
33
128
13.8
42.8
1.4

12.5
13.4
51.8
5.6
17.3
0.6

General Description
Original Bonshaw Provincial Park, grassed and wetland
Riparian forest, some upland hardwoods and scrub
Many habitats ranging from mature riparian forest to
recently worked agricultural fields
Grassland and mixed woods of varying ages
Grassland and mixed woods of varying ages
Mature riparian hardwoods bisected by West River
Crosby’s Mill, riparian wetland & steep mixed woods
Equestrian Grounds, riparian margin
Parking lot and riparian margin downstream of TCH bridge

In total, these lands encompass 466 acres (189 ha) of predominantly steep
terrain in the Bonshaw Hills. Stunning examples of mature riparian and upland
hardwood forest are intermixed with pasture, regenerating young forest and a few oldfield white spruce stands. All land parcels border the West River or its tributaries,
Howell’s Brook and Black Brook, providing a protected buffer to just over 7 km of
stream. Views of the surrounding rolling hill country in Bonshaw and Riverdale are
exceptional.
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Figure 2.1 Properties shaded in green are public lands included in this
management plan (with parcel numbers and acreages). For the
purposes of this document, management of the Eques trian Grounds
is limited to a 75’ riparian strip along the West River.
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While the land today is largely forested, both farming and forestry figured
prominently in its history. Farming began early in the 1800s when the area first
developed into the rural village of Bonshaw. An 1843 property map lists owners for
these lands whose names are still familiar to the area – Crosby, McPhail, McDonald,
Buchanan and McLeod. The first mill was built on the river adjacent to these properties
around 1837. By 1863, there was a saw and grist mill as well as a carding mill at the site
we now call Crosby’s Mill (Figure 2.2). At that time, there were four families with
homesteads farming the land east of the river in parcels 218636 and 218669 as well as
a store. The Green Rd. bridge, situated where the footbridge now lies, was built
sometime between 1800 and 1821. Remnants of cattle and sheep farming remain, with
many old fences and farm hedgerows present. One homestead foundation and open
well are also still visible. The old Crosby Rd. is now a ravine that ends at the river where
the footbridge connects to Green Rd. Over the last 200 years, the only parts of these
lands that have remained largely untouched are those bordering the river above the old
mill-ponds (Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.2 View of the park lands circa 1930 from across the river near
Bolger Park Rd. In the foreground are the two mills and mill -ponds.
In the background are parcels 218636 and 218669, in a mixture of
livestock farm and woodlot. The mills were bought by the Province
and dismantled in 1954. (Photo by Mac Irwin)
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Figure 2.3 A 1974 aerial photograph of lands in the expanded park. The
West River snakes up the middle of the photo . The old Trans
Canada Highway is visible in the bottom right corner, Crosby’s Mill
and Green Rd. in the bottom left and Bolger Park Rd. up the left
side. Historical census photos show a similar pattern of land use
from 1935 onwards, with forest regeneration more recently, 1990 –
present.
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Forest cover on these lands is varied in age and species makeup (Figure 2.4).
The oldest and most ecologically diverse stands exist along the West River, Howell’s
Brook and Black Brook, in the flood plain and on the steep slopes of the riparian zone.
These lands were never farmed and show the cradle – hollow micro-topography typical
of older forests. Mature hardwood stands also occur in a limited number of upland
locations. In addition to large white pine, yellow birch, red maple and sugar maple, there
are numerous large eastern hemlock; these latter giants are less common in similaraged stands elsewhere on the Island. Eastern hemlock has a conservation status rank
(S-rank) of S3S4, indicating a vulnerable to secure population in the Province 3. A small
number of American elm (S3 – vulnerable), red pine (S2 – imperilled) and red oak (S4 –
secure) are also present on properties to the north of the West River; some of these
trees were likely planted. Young American beech are scattered throughout, possibly the
result of natural regeneration from the canker-tolerant seed source in Strathgartney
Park. Along the woods edges are several Allegheny or smooth serviceberry, which have
a S3 ranking, and present a beautiful display of blossoms in early spring.
The understory in the hardwoods stands is dominated by ground hemlock
(Canada yew) and a diversity of ferns including ostrich, sensitive, cinnamon, interrupted,
New York, northern oak, eastern hay-scented and wood ferns. These and extensive
patches of blue-bead lily provide excellent habitat for ground-nesting birds and other
small wildlife. The understory in the riparian zone is similarly rich with wet-tolerant
species, including the wildflowers largeleaf avens (S2), low rough aster (S3), jack-inthe-pulpit, turtlehead and nodding trillium. By contrast, the understory in old-field white
spruce stands and young woods regenerating from pasture is open with little plant
growth other than mosses or wild raspberries and blackberries. Open pasture areas are
dominated by weedy introduced pasture species that have not yet been shaded out by
trees, such as hawkweeds, goldenrods, clovers and fireweed. Comprehensive bio-

3

Conservation status ranks are provided for 9,400 plants and animals in the Atlantic provinces by the
Atlantic Canada Conservation Data Centre (ACCDC). ACCDC develops ranks with input from experts for
each province, based on known distribution, population size, abundance trends and threats. Further
information and rankings are available at http://accdc.com/
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inventories were completed on most of these land parcels in the summer of 2014 and a
full listing of plant species from those surveys is documented in Appendix I.
Appendix I also lists bird species recorded (by sound and/or sight) in these land
parcels during the summer of 2014. The community makeup clearly indicates that these
lands have value for forest breeding birds and for the wide array of bird guilds that use
forest edge habitat. A number of songbirds were present that prefer intact (unfragmented) forest for breeding, including blackburnian, black-and-white, magnolia,
chestnut-sided and yellow warblers as well as ovenbird, northern parula and red-eyed
vireo4. The Canada warbler (S3), which is nationally listed as threatened, was present in
one land parcel along Howell’s Brook but may be using a larger area in these lands.
Also present were several raptors and owls that require mixed habitat for nesting and
hunting, including red-tailed hawk (S3 ranking), bald eagle, osprey and barred owl.
Water-birds such as belted kingfisher and great blue heron occurred along the river
margins. The grasslands of parcels 219089 and 219097 were occupied by at least two
breeding pairs of bobolink (S3 – uncommon, COSEWIC listed as threatened) in 2014.
On the whole, these land parcels represent a rich diversity of ecological and
historical elements. They are an invaluable addition to the two provincial parks and
other public lands in the area. Careful management will be required to ensure that there
is a healthy and sustainable balance between the needs of the wildlife and people that
use them.

Eastern garter
snake on parcel 218669
(photo by Dan McNeill)

4

Ehrlich PR, Dobkin DS and Wheye D, 1988. The Birder’s Handbook. A Field Guide to the Natural
History of North American Birds. Simon and Schuster Inc., NY.
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Figure 2.4 Forest cover in 1935 (courtesy of Bill Glen) and 2010 according to aerial land use census
data from the Province.
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3. Principles and Goals for Management
Most of the land parcels covered by this plan are intended to form part of an expanded
provincial park. The key to responsible land management will therefore be rooted in
balancing sometimes competing needs for conservation, recreation and education.
The Bonshaw Hills Public Lands Committee established a basic set of principles
for land management that would direct decision-making at the smaller scale of individual
land parcels or groups of parcels. The following land management principles were
derived through Committee consensus (taken verbatim from recommendations
document)5:
1) Land management should consider relevant broader, existing strategies and
policies such as the Provincial Climate Change Strategy and the West River
Watershed Management Plan.
2) Conservation of existing areas with high geological, ecological or heritage values
is of primary importance.
3) Strategic acquisition (through purchase or trade) or restoration of other areas is
important where there is a positive impact on habitat connectivity or other broad
management goals such as erosion control, active living or protection of viewscapes.
4) Preservation of lands should be considered for the most special / most sensitive
areas.
5) Allowable resource uses should be based first on minimizing ecological risks and
second on promoting active, outdoor, sustainable living.
6) Given the topography of the Bonshaw Hills region and the propensity of Island
soils for erosion, long-term management plans should reflect a commitment to
minimizing our chronic land use problems associated with soil erosion and
excessive nutrient enrichment of groundwater.
7) Active management (e.g., tree cutting, pruning, planting) may be allowed to
enhance natural features or public access. Any funds generated (from tree
cutting for example) will be reinvested in the properties.
8) Education and nature interpretation values should be built into the initial
framework, to promote wise use of natural resources.

5

Bonshaw Hills Public Lands Committee (BHPLC), 2013. Recommendations for the Conservation of
Public Lands, Bonshaw – New Haven. Prepared for the PEI Department of Transportation and
Infrastructure Renewal, October 2013. http://www.gov.pe.ca/tir/bonshawhills
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9) Land management should consider broader strategies for provincial parklands
and other public lands in the vicinity, to maximize the public benefit and natural
capital values.
10) Public access will be allowed unless there is a conservation or safety reason not
to.
11) Within the context of principle #10:
a. Management should accommodate multiple uses such as hiking, cycling,
skiing, snowshoeing, low-impact camping, education, training and
research. No motorized vehicle access will be allowed (with the exception
of wheelchairs), unless it is for management purposes.
b. Traditional consumptive uses (hunting, angling, trapping, berry-picking)
will be allowed unless there is a legal restriction.
Working within these principles, the following are broad management goals for
this particular set of land parcels:
Goal 1 [conservation] – to protect and enhance the upland and riparian zone forest
communities and the West River coldwater aquatic community as a first priority
Goal 2 [conservation] – to conserve long-lived shade tolerant and intolerant trees of
the Acadian forest type in a natural area core and foster the addition of similar forest
type in appropriate buffer areas
Goal 3 [conservation] – to maintain small areas of grassland for bobolink and other
grassland breeding birds
Goal 4 [conservation] – to preserve some human heritage elements of the lands by
retaining homestead and other habitation remnants as well as views of mixed forest –
grassland landscapes
Goal 5 [recreation] – to establish a network of trails for walking, cycling, snowshoeing
and skiing that offer a range of options in terms of length and level of challenge, without
undue impact on ecologically sensitive environments
Goal 6 [recreation] – to encourage the enjoyment of natural Island ecosystems through
low-impact activities such as canoeing, bird-watching and nature photography
Goal 7 [education] – to offer opportunities for people of all ages to experience and
learn from nature in a variety of different habitats (forest, grassland, mixed woods, river)
and seasons, including learning what habitat restoration looks like over time
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Goal 8 [education] – to provide educators and researchers with a venue for gathering
conventional and traditional ecological local knowledge6
In keeping with management principle #3, additional property was acquired and is
included in this plan. Its acquisition was given priority based on criteria of ecological
importance, sensitivity and value for connectivity of natural spaces for wildlife and
people. The BHPL Sub-committee is in the process of acquiring additional lands with
the same priorities and criteria in mind.

4. Protection of Conservation Values
This section addresses the first four land management goals. It relies heavily on the bioinventories completed during the summer of 2014 (Appendix I) as well as 2010 land use
census data on general forest cover and on 2012 – 2014 ground-truthing of terrain and
ecological structure.
4.1 Ecological Values
The most ecologically sensitive areas in these land parcels occur in the riparian
zone of the West River and in remnant upland mature hardwoods stands; these
generally equate to forest identified as mature tolerant and intolerant hardwood (Figure
2.4; zone I in Table 4.1). The authors of the bio-inventory report in Appendix I caution
that these habitats are at risk from further human impact, particularly where the terrain
is steep (Figure 4.1) or land is often wet. Figure 4.2 divides the forest lands into zones
that roughly follow forest cover types in Figure 2.4. Table 4.1 describes land
management by zone.

6

Conventional in this instance refers to science-based information whereas traditional ecological local
knowledge encompasses the knowledge of local ecology and natural history passed down orally by First
Nations Mi’kmaq and others having a history with the land
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Figure 4.1 Topographic view of land parcels, showing steep slopes
where brown contour lines are closer together
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Table 4.1 Land management for conservation values according to the
zones shown in Figure 4.2
Zone
I

Basic Descriptor
Core, mature forest

II

Old-field white spruce
and plantations

III

Scrub, immature
forest

IV

Grassland with
limited regeneration

V

Farm fields in hay 1

VI

Farm fields in hay 2

Management Actions
Minimize disturbance including trail development as
much as possible. Where trails are constructed, ensure
that use does not produce erosion (if it does, move the
trail). Monitor at least annually for introduced, non-native
plant species and remove systematically wherever
they’re found
Strip or patch cut stands; replant strips with Acadian
forest species that are not present and/or seed with
forest species present in the adjoining mature forest.
Progressively cut in 5 – 10 year intervals to protect
steep slopes from eroding during land management
Replant at low densities using Acadian forest species
that are not present in the existing mix. Native species
should be chosen with site conditions (slope, aspect,
elevation, soil type, microclimate) in mind
Replant areas with steep slopes in clusters / islands,
progressively moving out from white spruce patches to
use existing trees as windbreak and shade
Progressively replant in Acadian forest species,
retaining some grassland patches to enhance
landscape views
Retain as grassland for bobolink and other wildlife by
annual or semi-annual cut

Steep terrain leading down
to the West River (photo by
Dan McNeill)
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Figure 4.2 Zones for land management of properties in an expanded
park in the Bonshaw Hills. Table 4.1 provides broad descriptions for
each zone I – VI
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Because these land parcels form part of an expanded park and in order to meet
the recreation goals identified earlier in this management plan, some trail development
in zone I areas is planned. It is imperative from a conservation perspective that the
ecological integrity of these areas remains intact. A code of care for recreational users
should be posted at trail heads, advising of the risks of invasive seeds and diseases
carried in on shoes and equipment, and promoting responsible trail use. Wandering offtrail, taking short-cuts, widening the trail by avoiding sections or otherwise damaging the
understory growth along trails increases the overall impact of the trail network on the
surrounding natural environment. All efforts should be made to deter people from
traveling in wet areas of the riparian margin or where springs occur as the vegetation is
particularly sensitive to traffic and slow to recover from disturbance. Effective education
of users regarding risks to natural areas may be achieved with minimal signage.
Resources should be made available for monitoring of invasive species and trail
deterioration or erosion, particularly where trails are created in zone I.
In zone II, III and IV areas there are opportunities to reduce forest fragmentation
by accelerating reforestation with native trees and shrubs. The main reforestation
techniques used in each zone vary depending on the characteristics of the current
stand. The old-field white spruce stands in zone II areas have trees that are 25 - 60
years old. White spruce often dies at 70 – 80 years of age on the Island. Patch and strip
cutting are effective ways of opening an even-aged canopy up sufficiently to allow other
shade-tolerant Acadian forest species to grow. On these lands, openings that are half to
double the height of surrounding trees should maintain sufficient shade to discourage
pioneer species while providing wind and temperature shelter for other native tree
seedlings7. The priority is to plant species that are missing from the community of
mature forest elsewhere in these land parcels, with an emphasis on species that are
projected to fare better under the altered growing conditions that are developing with
climate change. This would include trees such as red oak, black ash, white ash and
American beech (Strathgartney seed stock), and shrubs such as chokeberry, staghorn
sumac, ironwood, beaked hazelnut, hobblebush and witch hazel. However, in upland
7

Simpson J, 2008. Restoring the Acadian Forest. A Guide to Forest Stewardship for Woodlot Owners in
the Maritimes. Four East Publications, Tantallon, NS.
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areas, important species already present, such as red and sugar maple and yellow
birch, should also be seeded in to create a robust mix. Models suggest that species
such as red spruce, red pine, eastern white cedar and eastern larch may not grow as
well in the climatic conditions expected over the next one hundred years8; however,
there is still value in trying a limited amount of planting of these trees where the
microclimate may protect them and moderate the influence of changing weather
patterns (for example, as understory plantings in lowland forest).
Zone III areas are regenerating on their own, but with strong influence from
pioneer species that have limited life spans like white spruce, trembling aspen and
native cherries (pin, choke). The understory also tends to be dominated by weedy
introduced species of agricultural origin. There is value in retaining the open areas in
these zones (at least until they close in naturally) for wildlife that prefer edge habitat.
The islands of trees and shrubs can be diversified as above with native species that are
not currently represented.
Open fields present in zones IV and V may require more intensive planting of
native trees, particularly where there is an additional incentive of providing a partial
sound and sight barrier from the highway. Any planting of nursery stock in these areas
must be accompanied by protection from herbivores, particularly meadow voles. Revegetation in all of these zones may best be accomplished through a combination of
planting nursery stock and seeding areas with tree seed from the region.
Open fields identified as zone VI areas should be retained as hay fields for
wildlife that need grasslands to breed and hunt. Biennial mowing should keep weedy
species reduced while encouraging grass species preferred by bobolink and other
grassland birds. If these fields are to be used for harvestable hay, there should be no
cutting before July 7. No crops other than hay should be planted except possibly one
year of grain between 5 – 7 consecutive years of hay. It will be important in these
instances to maintain access for mechanized mowers, and if a crop is to be removed,
then also balers and heavier equipment. The amount of natural grassland on the Island
has always been limited; the maintenance of a small amount of grassland in the park
8

Bourque CP-A and Hassan QK, 2012. Modelled potential tree species distribution for current and
projected future climates for Prince Edward Island, Canada. Prepared for PEI Department of Agriculture
and Forestry.
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will allow habitat for these grassland species while also ensuring the retention of edge
habitat and landscape views over the long term.
This plan focuses on restoration of the canopy species in a forest, but there may
be value in diversifying the understory as well if resources allow. This could include
greater incorporation of standing dead-wood, fallen dead-wood and planting of
wildflowers and other native understory vegetation.
4.2 Heritage Values
The lands in these parcels also contain heritage elements that have value
particularly in a park setting where education is a management goal. Homestead
foundations and an open well exist on parcel 218636. These should be stabilized, made
safe for viewing and cleared of some debris / refuse. Exotic vegetation should be
managed in the context of its relative invasiveness. Some non-native species that are
representative of old homestead sites could be retained with appropriate monitoring.
Similarly, a few pieces of machinery from the old mill and farm could be retained as
reminders of past land use.
The old Crosby Road is typical of many long-established clay roads on the
Island in that it is below the surrounding grade of land and has no defined ditches.
Springs entering from the sides as well as water channeled from old roads (homestead
driveways) and the new Trans Canada highway have created an erosion issue that is
difficult to entirely solve. Remediation work has begun and should continue over the
long-term to stabilize the old roadbed with mat-like vegetation where possible (given the
shaded conditions) and with brushmatting, woody debris and sandstone rock where it is
not possible. Any heritage designation for the road must allow for works to manage
erosion as there will likely always be water channelling down this abandoned road bed
to the West River.
Rock carvings (petroglyphs) dating from the late 1800s are also present on these
lands and have received heritage site designation from the Province. Given the
sensitivity of these carvings to degradation from human hands, their exact location will
not be widely advertised and the site should not be open to public viewing. The carvings
occur on erodible sandstone boulders (Figure 4.3) and they are likely in good condition
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because they are secluded and lie on a vertical surface where water and wind are less
effective as forces of erosion. Protecting this heritage site from vandalism may be a
challenge.
Figure 4.3 Rock carvings (petroglyphs) with heritage site status on
lands in the expanded park (Photo by Megan Harris)

The lands associated with Crosby’s Mill have some inherent instability associated
with the artificial re-working of the river channel during the milling era. An earthern berm
at Crosby’s Pond is currently stable but leaking and therefore compromised to some
degree. The state of the berm should be evaluated more closely and a plan developed
for remediation. Also, a run-around bypass channel exists to the east of the dam that
allows the river to flow more or less unhindered. Because the channel does not follow
the natural meander pattern for the river, there is erosion occurring along the eastern
bank which is steep and tree-lined. The bank at the outlet to this channel has been
stabilized with rock armouring. Nonetheless, unnatural rates of bank erosion will
continue as long as the artificial constructs of the berm and run-around channel exist.
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Periodic remediation of the dam and eastern channel bank will be required and may be
undertaken through a partnership between the Province (as landowner) and the West
River watershed group.

5. Accommodating Resource Use
This section addresses the last four land management goals, pertaining to recreation
and education. Inherent in all four is the concept of connecting Islanders with nature to
support active living and a better understanding of how we fit into our environment.
Making these connections requires some infrastructure and some impact on the natural
world we wish to know better.
Two pieces of infrastructure act as connectors to trails on park lands: the pedway
under the Trans-Canada Highway bridge on the West River and the footbridge
upstream from there, joining Green Rd. with the old Crosby Rd. These structures are
owned and maintained by the Department of Transportation & Infrastructure Renewal.
They were recently built to provide safe access to trails in the expanded park from
parking areas off the TCH and Green Rd. As such, they form an integral part of the trail
network. Given that the trail network is intended to be for all seasons use, one or both of
these parking areas will also need to be accessible throughout the year.
An initial, conceptual trail design is complete (Figure 5.1); the exact routes may
deviate if further assessments in spring and summer of 2015 reveal the presence of
sensitive plant species or wet areas. The main spine may be completed in one season,
while work on the full trail network will be ongoing. All potential trails identified in Figure
5.1 were flagged and walked with one or more biologists to evaluate ecological impact.
The uncommon plant species discovered during bio-inventory surveys were GPSed
(see Appendix I) and will be avoided.
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Figure 5.1 Conceptual trail network for lands in an expanded park . Blue
shows the main spine, green shows more challenging off -shoots,
some of which would be hiking only
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Trails are intended to be multi-use, with a few sections designated as cycling
only or walking only, depending on the terrain and environmental sensitivity. All new
trails are designed to be single-track; some old woods roads incorporated into the trail
network are wider than single track but most will be allowed to grow in or will be planted
to narrow the track. The rationale for a single-track design is to limit the impact of traffic
on the land and to discourage any use of trails by motorized vehicles. Trail heads will be
pinched to prevent ATV access. This is particularly important for trails that lead into
zone I areas where ecological sensitivity is greatest. Parcels 219089 and 219097 have
woods roads whose current state is poor and there is an immediate need to stabilize
slopes, remove a culvert stream crossing and prevent ATV access. These lands are not
currently connected to the main trail concept design.
Where wet areas cannot be avoided, rock-work or other natural materials are to
be used to correct drainage on the trail. Small wooden bridges are necessary for a few
stream crossings. Erosion on corners of cycling trails may also be controlled with
natural materials such as downed woody debris. Where the environmental impact of the
trail is deemed too great, the trail will be moved so that it circumvents the problem area
entirely.
The option for low-impact camping is written into the natural areas (NAPA)
management plan, but there are conditions that must be met before that activity could
move forward. In particular, there must be resources allocated and a structure in place
to manage use; a registration system would be required, with sufficient over-sight to
ensure on-site rules were followed.
The over-riding concept for recreational use of these lands is low-impact and lowmaintenance with built environments being kept to an absolute minimum. Infrastructure,
including parking areas, composting toilets, garbage bins and lighting (if any) should be
limited to the land parcel 218909, the original Bonshaw Provincial Day Park. Other than
structures required for crossings (as noted above and the footbridge at Green Rd.),
infrastructure in these land parcels should be restricted to signage for orientation and
interpretation. Should the camping concept eventuate then some minimal infrastructure
will be required and resources must be allocated for maintenance. Every effort should
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be made to prepare trail users for these purposeful limitations on infrastructure prior to
embarking on trails, through appropriate signage at trailheads.
Plans to replace playground equipment on parcel 218909 (Bonshaw Day Park)
are underway. In keeping with the natural setting and emphasis on active recreation for
the expanded park, the conceptual playground design is focused on play structures
made of native materials such as logs and sandstone rocks (Figure 5.2). Picnic areas,
river access and wetland restoration are also part of the overall ‘natural space’ concept
for this parcel, which will be the trailhead for the majority, if not all, multi-use trails. The
existing wetland on the parcel, adjacent to the West River, is filling in with speckled
alders. Provided funding could be sourced, this in-filling should be reversed and some
open marsh area be restored to enhance waterfowl and amphibian use.
Figure 5.2 Conceptual new playground design for the original Bonsha w
day park property, parcel 218909

Additional minimal infrastructure will be required on parcel 218867 to improve
access to the West River. The conceptual plan is to separate angler and boater traffic in
the area immediately below the Trans-Canada Highway bridge over the river, by
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maintaining the reach (pool) just downstream of the bridge for anglers and creating a
new short trail and launch area for canoes and kayaks just downstream from there.
Motorized boats have an existing slip at the Dunedin Bridge and access will not be
accommodated here.
Because of the standard rules for provincial parks (legislated in the Recreation
Development Act and associated Provincial Park Regulations), some consumptive uses
will be restricted, in particular hunting and trapping. Angling along the West River is a
long-standing activity that should continue subject to the regulations administered by
federal (Fisheries and Oceans Canada) and provincial (Agriculture and Forestry, Forest,
Fish and Wildlife Division) bodies. Berry-picking may be allowed where appropriate.
Uses such as nature photography and bird-watching may be encouraged through
targeted interpretive signage, either on the land itself or through smart-phone
technology.
Signage on land parcels should be designed to allow for all-season use of trails.
Easy viewing with differences in snow depth and for users of different ages (and
heights) should be considered in sign design. Trail orientation signage should include at
a minimum the location relative to the total trail network, individual trail lengths, uses
(some may be only hiking or cycling) and level of difficulty. Universal colour and symbol
coding used by ski and mountain bike associations are available and may be applied
here. Interpretation and education may focus on the areas where markedly different
habitat types intersect, how wildlife use those areas, heritage sites (homestead, old
Green Rd.) and restoration sites. Combining interpretive signage with trail orientation
signs should help to minimize sign clutter of the landscape.
The lands in these parcels represent a wealth of diverse natural environments
that present valuable potential teaching moments for children, youth and adults. Their
use in standard curricula at the public school and post-secondary levels should be
encouraged through inter-departmental planning.
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6. Partnerships Required for Long-term Management
The lands covered by this management plan are to be incorporated into an expanded
provincial park and are therefore the management responsibility of the PEI Department
of Tourism and Culture. However, keeping in mind the origins of this park expansion, it
is expected that the financial resources required for its long-term management will be
shared with other departments (e.g. Transportation & Infrastructure Renewal,
Agriculture & Forestry). In addition, there is an expectation that non-government
organizations such as the Central Queens Wildlife Federation (West River Watershed
Project), Island Nature Trust, Cycling PEI and Island Trails will partner with the Province
to undertake specific projects related to ecological restoration and/or recreation. To
achieve the goals outlined in this management plan, stakeholders must work together
toward a shared vision.

Nodding trillium in
the riparian
margin of parcel
218636 (photo by
Dan McNeill)
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7. Summary of Land Management Actions
Action
Incorporate lands into
expanded provincial park

Details
Use governance tools to create an
expanded park using the Bonshaw day
park and land parcels identified in table
2.1
Protect all lands under
Develop NAPA plans and designation
the Natural Areas
through the NAPA Technical Advisory
Protection Act legislation Committee
Manage zone I areas as
Keep impact from recreation to a
those with greatest
minimum; monitor trails closely for
ecological sensitivity
erosion and introduction of invasive or
non-native species
Use a mix of forestry
Apply forestry techniques as in table
techniques to diversify
4.1; diversify plant communities
vegetation in zones II
through a combination of planting of
through V
nursery stock, direct seeding and
natural regeneration
Manage zone VI areas to
Mow hay fields on an annual or semiretain grassland habitat
annual basis; control weeds if
necessary
Maintain heritage
Clear debris and make safe site of old
elements
homestead; manage old Crosby Rd. for
erosion; maintain rock carving site as a
closed archaeological / heritage site
Assess and maintain dam Assess earthern berm for stability;
elements at Crosby’s Mill manage erosion in run-around bypass
channel where possible
Create and maintain
Design, build and maintain trails for
network of trails for multi- walking, cycling, snowshoeing, skiing;
use active living
maintain pedway and Green Rd.
footbridge as trail connectors
Create and maintain trail
Develop signage that is consistent and
orientation and nature
covers the elements described in
interpretive signage
section 5
Use technology to
Develop smart-phone and web-based
expand nature education technologies to support nature
and interpretation
education in the park
elements
Develop nature-based
Create playground based on Figure
playground & services on 5.2; install composting toilet(s); define
original Bonshaw
parking area with plow-friendly surface
Provincial Park land
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Timeline
2015

2014 – 2015
2015 – ongoing

2015 - 2035

2015 – ongoing
2014 – 2020

2015 – ongoing
2014 – 2017
ongoing
2015 – 2017
2016

2015 - 2016

Action
Restore open-water
marsh wetland in riparian
margin of original park
parcel
Create path and boat
launch area below TCH
bridge to separate angler
and canoe / kayak traffic

Details
Reverse wetland in-filling by removing
majority of speckled alders, excavating
pond area and planting native wetland
grasses on margins
Create a boat slip for canoes and
kayaks below the existing shared spot
and connect it to the parking lot south
of the TCH via a short woods path

Timeline
2016 - 2020

2015 - 2016

Footbridge across West River providing access to expanded park lands from Green Rd.
at Crosby’s Mill (photo by Shelley Cole-Arbing)
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8. Appendix I
The appendix is available as a separate supplementary document. For the purposes of
the public comment process for this draft management plan, the bio-inventory appendix
will be posted separately online with the plan. It is a draft version, made available for
information and viewing purposes only. It is not subject to the public consultation review
and comment process. The appendix citation is:
Island Nature Trust 2014. Flora and Fauna of the Bonshaw Hills: An Inventory of Flora
and Fauna in Thirteen Sites in the Trans-Canada Highway Re-alignment Area New
Haven to Bonshaw, PEI. A report prepared for the Bonshaw Hills Public Lands Subcommittee, October 2014 draft report.
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